PO Mooring Number 1285
SMILE

65" X 18" Surlyn Foam Buoy
1 IMET System- 1-WXT, 1-RM Young, 1-BP, 1-PRC, 1- SWR
1-LWR, 1-HRH, 1-SBE39AT, SA HRH, SA LWR, SWR

HARDWARE DESIGNATION
A-3/4" Chain Shackle , 5/8 " Sling link,
5/8" Chain Shackle
B-3/4 Chain Shackle, 7/8 " Endlink, 3/4 " Chain

Note- MicroCat and ADCP deployed sensor up.

Hardware Required
(Includes Approx 20% spares)
(30)-5/8" Chain Shackles
(30)-5/8" Sling Links
(30)-3/4" Chain Shackles
(2) -3/4" Endlinks

SMILE-1 Drifting Buoy
V3- 11/30/16   BP